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for V(x) = 2sr Vh(x), which has been used in the calcu-
lations above.

If one wants to stick to a more realistic model with
a finite energy band, there are diferent ways to improve
our result. The Luttinger model indicates that the
incomplete result is in part due to the linear energy-
momentum dispersion. A more realistic, namely, the
quadratic dispersion leads to anharmonic terms, as can
be seen from Schick's' paper. Another way would be
to use the energy as variable instead of the momentum.
But while this leaves the kinetic-energy term simple,
the potential energy V would be very difIicult to handle,
again leading to anharmonic terms. An important point

' M. Schick, Phys. Rev. 166, 404 {1968).

any way is to introduce a more realistic potential of
arbitrary strength. But whatever one tries for larger U,
one is soon struck. with anharmonic effects. This should
be sufficient to elucidate the situation. As there are other
ways to calculate the exact transition rate,"we did not
try to solve the anharmonic-oscillator problem.
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The semiclassical theory of spontaneous Raman scattering is reviewed. From the semiclassical theory we
identify the parameters and dynamical variables involved in Raman scattering. A classical theory of stimu-
lated Raman scattering is constructed. It is an extension of the theory of Shen and Bloembergen. Vfe show
that the system is a weakly coupled system. Because the driving term contains dynamical variables, the
linewidth of the stimulated Stokes wave should be smaller than that of the spontaneous Stokes wave. Using
Riemann's method, we obtain Kroll's solution rigorously, in a more general form. The steady-state limit is
also derived rigorously. The conditions for the transient and steady-state gains are discussed. It is shown
that for the transient case one may have an abrupt change of the Stokes gain versus incident laser power.

I. INTRODUCTION

HEX a light beam passes through a medium, the
most effective entities in scattering the light are

electrons. The nuclear motion can modify the scattering
of light by electrons. This leads to Raman' and Brillouin'
scattering, with the scattered light shifted by the char-
acteristic frequencies of the nuclear motion (optical and
acoustical phonon frequencies for Raman and Brillouin
scattering, respectively). If the intensity of the incident
light beam is very high, the initially scattered waves can
enhance further scattering of the incident wave, and
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DA-31-124-ARO-D-257.

f Present address: Division of Engineering and Applied Physics,
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' C. V. Raman, Indian J.Phys. 2, 387 (1928).Raman scattering
is an inelastic scattering of light, in which the scattered light is
shifted by the frequency of a vibrational, rotational, or electronic
excitation. In this paper we shall be concerned only with the
vibrational excitation. The scattered light with frequencies shifted
down are called the Stokes lines; those with frequency shifted up
are called the anti-Stokes lines.

2 L. Brillouin, Ann. Phys. (Paris) 17, 88 (1922). Inelastic scat-
tering of light, in which the frequency shift is the frequency of an
acoustic phonon, is called Brillouin scattering.

lead to an exponential growth of the total scattered
wave. This further scattering, enhanced by the initially
scattered wave, is called stimulated scattering. In the
past few years stimulated Raman scattering has been
one of the most interesting topics in the field of nonlinear
optics both experimentally and theoretically. ' It is now
clear that in order to have an appreciable stimulated
Raman scattering, one requires the incident laser power
to be at least several megawatts. For comparison with
the experimental results, one usually assumes a steady-
state spatial gain for the exponential growth, and good
qualitative agreement is found. ' There are several
remarkable features in stimulated Raman scattering.
The stimulated Stokes waves are emitted in the forward
or backward directions with linewidths much smaller
than the spontaneous linewidth. The phase-matching
conditions require the stimulated anti-Stokes waves of
diBerent orders to be emitted in diferent coaxial cones. '
Also, in many experiments, it is found that the Stokes
gain of the strongest Raman line is anomalously high

3For a general review see N. Bloembergen, Am. J. Phys. 35,
989 (1967).

4 R. Y. Chiao and B. P. Stoicheff, Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 290
(1964); E. Garmire, Phys. Letters 1?, 251 (1965).



if the power of the incident laser beam exceeds a certain
minimum value. The observed gain is typically a few
orders of magnitude larger than the theoretical value.
Recently it has been determined that in liquid media,
the observed minimum power is the critical power
required for the self-trapping of the laser beam, ' ' and
that the anomalous Stokes gain is enhanced in the
trapped region. ' Thus, the observation of. the starting
point of the large Stokes conversion provides a direct
measurement of the self-focal length. ' ' Although the
anomalous gain in liquids is directly connected with the
self-trapping effect, many authors have noted that self-

trapping alone cannot give a satisfactory explanation of
the abrupt change of the Stokes gain.- It has been
pointed out that: (i) An abrupt change of the Stokes
gain is also observed in some media which do not exhibit
the self-trapping eRect—for example, hydrogen gas.""
(ii) There is a depletion effect when two kinds of liquid
media are mixed, i.e., only the medium having the
higher concentration showing a large Stokes gain in its
strongest Raman line. " (iii) Some low-power trapped
beams do not cause a large Stokes conversion. "These
facts show that the change of laser intensity alone is not
su%cient to explain all the abrupt changes in the Stokes
gain. Also, in many experimental situations, the applica-
tion of a steady-state gain to the growth of intensity is
not appropriate. "'4

In this paper we discuss more carefully the theoretical

aspects of Raman scattering. We have been careful to
keep track of the physical parameters involved in

various approximations. We show that because the
driving term contains dynamical variables, the line-

width of the stimulated Stokes wave should be smaller

than the spontaneous Stokes wave. The conditions for
the transient and steady-state gains are discussed in

in detail. For the transient case, if stimulated Raman
scattering starts from the thermal excitation of optical
phonons, then the Stokes power can change abruptly
with changing incident laser power, without self-

trapping. This usually occurs in a gas, where optical
phonons have longer lifetimes than in liquids. Although

both types of media can undergo similar abrupt changes

' P. L. Kelley, Phys. Rev. Letters 15, 1005 (1965).
6 P. Lallemand and N. Bloembergen, Phys. Rev. Letters 15,

1010 (1965).'E. Garmire, R. Y. Chiao, and C. H. Towens, Phys. Rev,
Letters 16, 347 (1966); R. L. Carman, R. Y. Chiao, and P. L.
Kelley, zNd. 17, 1281 (1966).' C. C. Wang, Phys. Rev. Letters 16' 344 (1966).

9 Y. R'. Shen and Y. J. Shaham, Phys. Rev. 163, 224 (1967).
~0 G. Bret and M. M. Denariez, Phys. Letters 22, 583 (1966)."E. E.Hagenlocker, R. W. Mink, and W. G. Rado, Phys, Rev.

154, 226 (1967)."G. Bret and M. M. Denariez, Appl. Phys. Letters 8, 151
(1966). For a mixture of acetone (90 j&) and CS2 (10'Po) only the
Raman line of acetone has large gain. See also V. A. Zubov,
M. Sushchinskii, and I. K. Shuvalov, Usp. Fiz. Nauk 83, 197
(1964} t English transl. : Soviet Phys. —Usp. 7, 419 (1964)j.

'3 R. G. Brewer and J. R. Lifsitz, Phys. Letters 23, 79 (1966).
i4 N, M. Kroll, J. Appl. Phys. 36, 34 (1965).The significance of

the transient e8ect is first pointed out and analyzed in this paper
for the stimulated Brillouin scattering.

in Stokes power, the underlying causes are essentially
different in gases and liquids. In the former the abrupt
change is a transient effect, while in. the latter it is
caused by the change of laser intensity due to self-

trapping. Since some filaments do not have a large
Stokes conversion, we know that the intensity in these
filaments is not high enough to induce an appreciable
amount of stimulated scattering. As for the depletion
effect, this can be explained by the larger damping
of optical phonons in the medium with the lower
concentration.

We shall 6rst review the semiclassical theory of
spontaneous Raman scattering in Sec. II. Our purpose
of summarizing the theory of spontaneous scattering is
to see which are the parameters used in various approxi-
mations, and what modi6cations are needed when the
amplitude of the incident electromagnetic wave becomes
very large. We also identify, for Raman scattering, the
relevant dynamical variables and the parameters con-
necting them. In Sec. III, we develop a classical
description of stimulated Raman scattering. The wave
equations used are the same as those of Shen and
Bloembergen. "However, our analysis is di8erent. We
obtain a general solution which includes the transient
and steady state. We then discuss the various limiting
cases. Our results are compared with the observed
Stokes gain in hydrogen gas. Finally, the pressure and
the temperature effects on the stimulated Raman
scattering are discussed.

II. SEMICLASSICAL THEORY OF SPONTANEOUS
RAMAN SCATTERING

If the incident electromagnetic field is not too strong
and the target is small such that the scattered Stokes
photons and optical phonons do not a6ect the scatter-
ing, then one has the spontaneous Raman effect only.
The spontaneous Raman scattering is properly de-
scribed by the semiclassical theory. We review the
semiclassical theory in the following. "

A. Transition Polarizability

In the dipole approximation the Hamiltonian for the
interaction between a molecule and the electromagnetic
6eld can be written

H=H(0) —M. Er„

where H(0) is the Hamiltonian of a molecule in the
absence of electromagnetic 6eld, M is the electric dipole
moment of the molecule, and EJ. is the incident electro-
magnetic field intensity

E = E ~ i nput+
E+~icui—

"Our Lagrangian density and equations of motion are the same
as that of Y. R. Shen and N. Bloembergen, Phys. Rev. 137, A1787
(1965).

"We follow the presentation of Born and Huang, Dynamical
Theory of Cryska/ lances (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1956}.
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with E =(E+)~ (since Er, is real). If M Ei, is much
smaller than H(0), then the solution of the Schrodinger
equation

{II(0)—M E p '"'—M E+p*"I)+=ih(8/&&)+ (3)

can be obtained by a perturbation theory. Consider a
trial solution

@I——tt L(0) expL —is)(0)L!/h7

+@L—
p
—'"I+PL+e' '7 exp[—ihL(0)t/h7, (4)

where Ict'L(0) exp[—8~(0)1/h7 is the eigenfunction of

H(0), i.e., H(0)QL(0) =cL(0)pL(0) As.suming (subject to
verification later) that fL and fL+ are of first order in
the perturbation, we have

fr(0) fp &
Lc I+p +—&Lcc—c7 pf. E—

&
—ccc+cM. E+pi cdcc(0)

=E«(0)+h~&L p-'-

+Lpi(0) —hcv+L+p' '+ second-order terms (5)

LP(0) —eL(0)+hip+L+ ——p M E +&L(0), (6)

vrhere 0, denote the components of E and M.
If we expand ILt I+ in terms of the unperturbed eigen-

function S

PL 2 'Rci O'L(0)

and substitute into Eq. (6), we have

@rave function used in forming the matrix elements;
therefore the spontaneous Rarnan effect is incoherent,
i.e., scatterings from two independent molecular sys-
tems aIe not subject to interference.

3. PIaczek'8 Ayyroximations

Placzek used the adiabatic approximation (Born-
Oppenheimer approximation) and the normal-mode
expansion to simplify the results. '~ In the adiabatic
approximation the nuclear and electronic motion can
be separated. The eigenfunction of II(0) can be written"

e.,(x,x)=x„„(x)&„(~,x),
where p„(x,x) is the wave function of electrons moving
in the field of the nuclei, which are held fixed in an
aI'bitI'aI'y con6guration» aIid 0 ls the corrcspondlng
quantum number. The eigenvalue for the electronic
motion is a function of nucleus coordinates I, denoted
by E„(X).The nuclear part X .{X),on the other hand,
moves in an CA'ective potential E„(X)—E„(X'),with c
being the quantum number for nuclear motion (vibra-
tlollR1 qllalltulll Ilulllbcl'). Tllc clgcllvRluc of H(0) ill

tIlls state ls
E„(X')+p„„,

whcl'c eccc((Eccc(x)—Ecc{x). T11C tl'Rllsltl011 polarlza-
bility associated vnth a vibrational transition can be
vrritten

{piM.[1)
g

h cc &0cci+Lci L0+ccccc Occ+(cL

(O. [ M.
~

I'Y') {n'Y'[M, [ O")
(7) ~-p""(~)=-Z Z

~pl vII

which confirms that If i+ are of first order in perturba-
tion. The perturbed wave function is

1 (r)Mpt l)
%=p '""'""A(0)+-Z Z 4"(0)Ep &

*'"'

A P r Mql —CO

+ . f (0)E +piccc

&rL+~

Associated with the transition betvreen l and m states,
. the expectation value of the electric dipole moment is
given by

iii (~) =Z {L~ pl™(~)XEpP "'"'""
P

+~ Lccc(~)E +pc(cc+cdcm )C} (9)

(1IM.[r)(r fM, J~)

~em+~

{fiMp/r){riM. /~)
(&0)

is the transition polarizability. Note that the transition
polarizability dcpcnds on tl1c aI'bltraly pl1ascs of tllc

(OI )Mpiri'Y'){e"IL" iM ioI')

~n» v«, ov —~

I
pvv

$ v"

{I[M.(x) (
Ic")(Ic"

( Mp{X) (
S')

Lcic" c'+L0

{e)Mp{x)[I"){Ic"iM (X) (IL')

(/ver v QP

1 (OlciM. ie" Y) {'rLY'iMpios')

{o.[Mpi~' Y)(e'""iM.io"&
(~3)

'~ G. Placzek, Alarms Handblch der Radiologic (Academische
Verlagsgesellschaft, I.eipzig, 1934), 2nd ed. , Vol. VI, pp. 206-374.

~8 The motions of Inolecules include translatloI1, l otation,
vibration, and electronic motion. However, the translational and
rotational motions are much slower than the vibrational and
electronic motion; thus, in static approximation the translational
arid rotational motion can be neglected.

%C may split the summation over n" corresponding to
the bvo cases e"=0 and e"/0, and make the approxi-

4

matlOn (Ap&rp&rt 0&r =pr 0, Then
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where

M(X) = (po*(x,X)M(z,X)(pp(x, X)dx.

dipole moment

m (™~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~

where cu, =co—co. ; ca„=—
co&

——(1/k)(co~ —coo), and
m =PpP~ p""']*Ep, m+=Ppn p""'(co)Ep+ From
classical electrodynamics, we have the power per unit
solid angle radiated from the above oscillating electric
dipole moment given by

The 6rst term, which depends only on the nuclear mo-
tion with electrons in the lowest level, is called the ionic
part of the polarizability. Note that the nuclear wave
functions satisfy P„X„„(X')X„,*(X)=h(X—X'); there-
fore, the second term may be written (w fn p(auX) fv'&,

with
D' 1 ~'m ' ~s4

(t) sin'y= Pm+m -sin'q, (18)
dQ 4m c' Bt' 27rce&0[iv.f~"&(n"fop[0&

u.p((aX) =—Q
P nI'gp ~n«0+M

(0 fiv, [~"&(~"[iv. [0)

Mz«p —07

where q is the angle between the direction of the dipole
moment and the direction along which the radiation is

(14) emitted. For a linearly polarized incidentwave wehave

where q= p, '~'X is the normal-mode coordinate of the
molecular vibration. The 6rst-order term in q contri-

butes to the first Stokes or anti-Stokes Raman scat-
tering. The higher-order terms are responsible for the
multiphonon processes. For the first-order term the
matrix element can be written

(s I (~,X)l "&=2 &~l
—v'I "&
Res p

=2 —
I &~In'I "&.

ag;]p
(16)

We see that only the normal-mode coordinate q is
involved in the dynamics, and the normal-mode
derivative of the electronic polarizability (8n/Bq) o

serves as the coupling constant for the interaction of the
electromagnetic field at optical frequency with the
vibrational excitations of the molecular system.

C. Differential and Total Cross Section

being the electronic polarizability.
For the static polarizability or infrared refractive

properties, the ionic and the electronic parts are of the
same order of magnitude. For the optical region, where
co is the same order of magnitude as or„"p and is much
larger than co„„,from Eq. (13) we see that the ionic

part of the polarizability is divided by an extra factor
of 10'—10'. Thus the ionic part becomes much smaller
than the electronic part in the optical region.

We can further expand n(co, X) in Taylor's series with

respect to the normal coordinate of the nuclear
vibration:

A

n(co,X) =n(co,X')+Q
Bg, p

+lE q,q,+, (15)
~i Bg;Bg;

dP (op' Bn)'A
I E~ f'cos'8,

dQ 27fC Bgl02M~
(19)

where we have made use of Kq. (16) with (1 fq [0&
=(A/2~„)'~', and 8 is now the angle between the wave
vectors of the incident and the scattered waves. Inte-
grating Kq. (19), we have the total power radiated from
the oscillating dipole moment

4~p Bo)

3c Bglp2(d„
(20)

From Eqs. (19) and (20), we have the differential and
total cross section of the spontaneous Raman scattering
for a single molecule

do dP c[E~I'-' 2&os'Ba'A—cos'8, (21)
dQ dQ 4x c4 Bq p2~.

16xa)s4 ~~ ' A

3c' Bq p2co,

(~10-3O cm') (22)

Since the spontaneous Raman scattering gives rise to
a single molecular excitation (i.e., not collective mode),
the line shape should reAect the statistical properties of
the motion of individual molecules. For a dilute gas the
half-width is given by Doppler width and for a dense

gas or liquid the half-width is the inverse of the lifetime
of the excited state.

Although Raman scattering has been used extensively
in studying the molecular structure and in qualitative
and quantitative analysis of chemical substances,
accurate measurements of the differential and total
cross section are made possible only recently by the
use of the high-intensity laser beam. A very good agree-
ment between the theoretical and experimental angular
distributions has been reported by Damen, Leite, and
Porto. " The measurement of the cross section for

Equation (11) shows that the incident electromag- $9T C D, R c C L t ds p ' p ph
netic field induces in a molecule an oscillating electric Letters 14, 9 (1965).
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hydrogen gas by Bret and Denariez' also agrees very
well with the theoretical value calculated by Ishiguro
et ul. 20 [(1~n~0). pt=(Bn/Bg)0(h/2' )„I" =1.42&&10 "
cm' compared with (1~n~0)„I,= 1.39X10 "cm'].

%e recall that the approximations utilized to reach
the final description of the spontaneous scattering are
(i) the dipole approximation, which uses the ratio of
the molecular dimension versus the optical wavelength
as an expansion parameter, (ii) the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, which uses the ratio of the electronic
and nuclear mass as the parameter, and (iii) the normal-
mode expansion, which uses the change of the nuclear
separation versus the separation as the parameter.
(iv) The population of the molecules in the vibrational
ground state is assumed to be much larger than in the
excited. states (e ""I—"r(&1), and (v) we have treated
the interaction of molecules with the electromagnetic
field as a perturbation. The above approximations fail

only when the laser intensity is of the same order of
magnitude as the interatomic field intensity, which is
of order E,~'=10"esu "For the usual high-power laser,
the intensity is of order E"=10' esu (P'=100
MW/CII1). Tlllls tile Rl1ove Rppl'oxllllRtlo118 Rl'e good
and we may use the same parameters and dynamical
variables to investigate the sects of Stokes photons
and optical phonons, which enhance the stimulated

, scattering.

III. CLASSICAL THEORY OF STIMULATED
RAMAN SCATTERING

A. Total Hamiltonian, Lagrangian Density,
and Wave Equations

From the semiclassical theory of spontaneous Raman
scattering we know that the dynamical variables of the
molecular system involved in the scattering a,re the
normal-mode coordinates. The interaction of the
vibrational excitations with the electromagnetic field is
described as the product of the normal-mode coordinate
and the electric field amplitudes with the normal-mode
derivative of molecular polarizability as their coupling
constant. '2 The interaction Hamiltonian is

HI„,=Q M(R~). Eg(R;) =p n(R~) EgE~

(Bn)
=P~ —~qEz, E~, (23)

4 KBg)0

where R, are the position vectors of the center of mass
of the molecules. Thus the total Hamiltonian can be
written

H=HEM+Hv+H;„g, (24a)

'0 E. Ishiguro, T. Arai, M. Mizushima, and M. Kotani, Proc
Phys. Soc. II ondon) A65, 178 (1952).

~ See, for example, N. Bloembergen, Ãoebneas Optus CW, A.
Benjamin, Inc. , New York, 1965), p. 8.

~~ This is a rare example of the interaction of three "6elds, " jg
which the coupling constant can be calculated.

with
I

HEM =—(D'+&')«,
8m

Hv ——Q -'(q'(R)+-'(ao'q'(R)

—'O'L~R;. q(R")3) (24c)

In (24b), 9 and 8 are the electric and magnetic dis-
placement vectors, respectively (D=eoE). The last
term of (24c) is added phenomenologically to take into
account the possible propagation of optical phonons;
we shall see later than this term does not induce any
appreciable effect on the scattering. "Eo is the number
of molecules in the system.

If we de6ne a new dynamical variable Q=NI"(q),
with E being the number of moleculars per unit volume
and (q) th'e expectation value of q, then, following
Ehrenfest's theorem, " we see that the dynamical
variables Q and BQ/Bt should follow the classical
equation of motion. The corresponding Lagrangian
density'5 can be written

with
~= &EM+ ~v+~ n',

Z~= (1/gn)(D'+8')

(25a)

(25b)

&v=l(BQ/B')' l"o'Q'+—ll'(~Q)', (25c)

2;„,=N(Bn/BQ)QEiE~. (25d)

The coupled wave equations obtained from the above
classical Lagrangian density a.re

(B1Q (BQl*
+p'~'Q*+"O'Q*+21'~

~
=zE,E,*, (26a)

& B&'

eo 8' 4x 8'
V'Es——Es=—X—Q*E',

c2 BP c2 BP
(26b)

2'For a noninteracting system (idealgas), P=O; for strongly
interacting system (solid), p is the ordinary sound velocity v, (as
we can see from the analysis of diatomic linear chain). For usual
liquids or gases P should be between zero and v.. We shall regard
P=v, in the following.

'4 See, for example, A. Messiah, QNuetum 3feckunics (Wiley-
Interscience, Inc., New York, 1966), p. 216.

where X=N(Bn/BQ), and Es and E' are electric field
amplitudes of the Stokes and the laser field. The term
2I'(BQ/Bt)* is added phenomenologically to take into
account the damping of the optical phonons. The
depletion of the laser field is assumed to be negligible.

Before discussing the solution of Eqs. (26a) and (26b),
we shall first point out that they form a weakly coupled
system. We note that the right-hand side of Eqs. (26a)
and (26b) is composed of driving terms due to the
incident laser beam, which provide a coupling between
the Stokes wave and the optical-phonon wave. Equation
(26a) shows that the amplitude of the Stokes wave
should be of the order Es AQ*E', and therdore—



B. Steady-State Gain and. Line Shape

A solution of Eqs. (26a) and (26b) can be written

with

R F gik8'r —irdat80

A 4~—ik~ r+i~gt~0

I F ~ikI, r—ical, t

(27)

where Eso, El.o, and Qo* are constant amplitudes; ks'
k„, , d „e pl u b . By bst'tut' g
Eq. (27) into Eqs. (26a) and (26b) we obtain, for the
frequency- and phase-matched waves (a&r, =&os+co„
kr, =ks+k. ),

(—~.' —p'k. '+~0' —2i(vol") Qo* =&EsoEr,o*,

(
eo 4' (28)

k8 + &s E80= &s ~KIDQO
C2 C2

or the dispersion equation

ks'—&as' ~(&a,
'—a)0'+pk„2 —2i(vol')

c2
4' GP8

+ X'jEz,
0
i'=0. (29)

c2

For the steady state we have the real frequencies
m8=us„and ~.=~,„. The growth of the Stokes wave
and the optical phonon can be represented by the imagi-
nary part of the wave vectors (ks=k8, +iks;, with
Cka, /no=&vs, ). As we have already shown that the
system is a weakly coupled system, the imaginary parts
of k8 and k„should be much smaller than the real parts.
Also, since P is very small, the term P'k„' is negligible.
For the mode with or„'=&o,„'=&o02—P'k, ' we have
from Eq. (29)

~~sI'-s.*=&'I FI.~'Q*. From Eq. (26a) we see that
X'j El.~' is the coupling strength to be compared with
coo'. For hydrogen gas, with ~EL, ~'=10' esu, we have
A,
' EI. '~10" sec ', while ~p'~IO' sec '. Therefore,

X' Er, ' is much smaller than a&o2, and Eqs. (26a) and
(26b) are thus weakly coupled equations. For a weakly
coupled system, since the coupling terms are very small,
the real parts of frequencies and wave vectors are not
changed significantly by the coupling terms.

Therefore, the gain (or the logarithm of intensity)
rather than the intensity takes a Lorentzian shape,
with I' as the half-width. (This was also noticed by
Pohl et al.25 in Brillouin scattering. ) The half-width of
the intensity Is(co) = Io exp(2gss/P(ha&/I')'+1 j} is
given by

ln2
AMy~2 — — I .

Thus the intensity half-width is smaller if the gain is
larger, i.e., one has gain narrowing. LWe note that
Eqs. (31) a,nd (32) apply only to steady state; for the
transient case, if the imaginary part of the frequency is
comparable to I', then from Eq. (29) we see that the
line width will be further narrowed. ] In Fig. 1, we plot
the line shapes of the Stokes wave with various values
of the gain factors. The steady-state gain as a function
of frequency m'ismatch is also shown in the graph. %e
note that the gain narrowing is due to the fact that the
driving terms contain the dynamical variables (the
Stokes wave or optical phonon amplitudes). It should
occur in all the stimulated eRects and other nonlinear
responses.

From the steady-state gain formula LEq. (30)j, we
see that in order to have an appreciable stimulated
scattering (ks; be a few cm ') one requires the intensity
of the laser beam to be larger than 10 MW/cm' (for
liquid one needs higher intensity because I" is larger).
The laser beam with this intensity is attainable only in

pulse form with time duration of the order 10 ' sec.
This duration is comparable to the phonon lifetime.
Thus, the transient eRect becomes important. To

I.O

0,8

0.6

I.O

I (&ul

0.6

gkl8 X

c'Ip apl
(30)

0.2

g
ks (~)=

(A&a/I') '+1
(31)

as the steady-state gain of the first Stokes wave in the
forward or backward direction. " For the frequency-
mismatched mode in the same direction (co.=co„,Ada&),
we have

0 '
I

h, ~/ I'

Pro. j.. (a} Steady-state Stokes gain as a function of the fre-
quency mismatch. (b} Line shapes of the stimulated Stokes vive.
The number on each curve indicates the various gain factors.

~'D. Pohl, M. Maier, and. W. Kaiser, Phys. Rev. Letters 20,
366 (1968).
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analyze the transient effects, one requires the boundary
conditions.

E'(y f) —e~(» ()~iks z Aust-
Qs(y t) Qos(r ()s isz —z+'~vt (33)

and regard all the frequencies and wave vectors as
constants. In this form the growth of the Stokes wave
and the optical phonons are characterized by the varia-
tions of the amplitudes es(r, t) and Qo(r, t ) Sub'st. ituting
Eq. (33) into Eqs. (26a) and (26b) and neglecting all
the second-order derivatives of the amplitudes with
respect to space and time (since the gains are much
smaller than the wave vectors or frequencies), we have,
for the frequency- and phase-matched mode
(~a="s+&oz, 4 =ks+kz), the coupled first-order
diff erential equations

C. Solution of Coupled. Differential Equations

We recall that Eqs. (26a) and (26b) are weakly
coupled. This means that the spatial gains are much
smaller than the wave vectors, and the temporal gains
are much smaller than the frequencies. Thus, we may let

BF/Bt+ I'F=XiG,

BG/Bs= XzF
(37)

For the steady state t —+~, BF/Bt +0, the—solution is

g Goex&x&&( r G e&8' (38)

where gs is the steady-state gain given in Eq. (30).
By differentiating Eq. (37), we see that both F and G

satisfy the same second-order hyperbolic equation

smaller than the other terms. (For Brillouin scattering,
with Cy equal to the sound velocity, this term is of the
order 10 4 smaller than the other terms. ) The term
(1/C8)(BG/Bt) can also be neglected if the pulse
duration ht is such that Cqht is much larger than the
cell length As. (The cell length is usually a few centi-
meters while, for laser pulse with duration of a few
narrow seconds, COLD is of the order 100 cm.) Therefore,
we may look for the solution with the terms BG/Bt and
BF/Bs neglected. (It was ffrst pointed out in Ref. 11
that these two terms are negligible in most of the
experimental situations. ) We shall leave the discussion
of the general solution of Eqs. (36) to Appendix B.Thus
we consider the coupled equations in the form

~0 Bes Beq 4~co8'
2i~s +—2iks = — XQo*Et,

c~ Bt Bs c

BQo* BQo
2i(v„2ik„P—' +2i(o„FQo~=XesEt~

Bt Bs

(34)
where

BZ BZ
+p —Z=O,

BSBQ Bp'
(39)

Z= F,G; x= X,t, y= Xos, and P= F/Xi. (40)

1 BG BG
+ =XzF.

~s Bt Bs

(36)

This set of equations is similar to that for the stimulated
Brillouin scattering. " The following discussion with
slight modifications (change of parameters) is also
applicable to the stimulated Brillouin scattering.

We note that the term Cr(BF/Bs) is negligible, be-
cause Cy= '

p/k&u ios of the order 1 cm/sec; for a laser
pulse with duration 10 ' sec, it is of the order 10

"The solution of these equations (with the term BG/Bt
neglected) has been discussed by Kroll (see Ref. 14). He changed
the coupled differential equations into integral equations and
obtained the solution of the integral equations. The transient
solution has an excellent agreement with the experimental results
(Ref. 11).However, the approximations made in the limits of the
integrations are not clear. We shall use a diferent method to ob-
tain the solution of the differential equations and discuss the
relevant parameter in various limiting cases more clearly.

For convenience we shall use the following notations:

Cs=C/g o, oCv=p'k„/co„, G=es, F=iQo*,

X,=X Et*/2&v„, Xz ——(2~&us'/Cs'ks)XEt.
(35)

Equation (34) then becomes

BF BP—+rF+C, =X,G,
Bt Bs

We shall use Riemann's method to obtain the solution
of Eq (39).F.or clarity and continuity, we shall relegate
the mathematical discussion of Riemann's method to
Appendix A.

For the solution of Eq. (39), we take the area (see
Appendix A) to be PAQBP with AQ parallel to the

y axis and BQ parallel to the x axis (see Fig. 2). Thus
along AQ we have cos(nix)=1, cos(niy)=0, ds= —dy,
D„=oiB/By, and E„=a=0. And along BQ we ha.ve
cos(n, y) = 1, cos(n, x)=0, dx= ds, D„=,'B/Bx, and—
E„=k=P.The last term of Eq. (A7) is then given by

BR BZ A BZ
—,
' Z Rdy= ', (RZ)q—',—(RZ-)s —R-dy-

Bp Bp By

and

1 BZ BR
—R —Z +PRZ dx
2 Bx Bx

BR
=—',(SZ) —,'(SZ)z — Z —ZS)tz.

Q BS

A

FIG. 2. Contour of Riemann's integration.
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Combining these and Eq. ~~A7~ we have

BE BZ
d . 41)~P 8=(EZ) — Z PIt. —dx+ R y. (

Q S By

The adjoint equation of Eq. (39t is

D. Steady-State Limit Transient Effect and
Abrupt Change of Stokes Gain

h ll introduce the dimensionlessFor convenience we s a in r
parameters r, 7-0, and u du defined b

'=„=I't and a'= (4&g&o/r)s. (47)r'=Pry, rp'= x=, an

BE BE—P —E=0.
Bx'By' By'

(42)
With these we have

G& =Go+Goo e Iz(or)dr
~42~ which satisfies the conditionsA solution of Eq. ( r w ic

(A5) is

»' y' *y) =e-"* *'IoPV'((x—x')(y —y'))& (43

'
ed Sessel's function.w ere Oish I '

the zeroth-order modi e
00 and use t eFor Z=G(x,y), we take Q to be (, )

boundal y conditions

Go=FoEV'(~e~ )34x&/«ot)"'e '"I~(&ro)

res onds to the specialcasewhentheThe steady state correspon s o e
conditions (a) Gp) Fpg(a&era. ) and (b
are satis6ed. Using the identities"

I~(Z) = oZoF~( —1, 2; oZ')

G(x,O) =Go, (ptG/By)*=o= Fo (44)

Then we have the erst two terms o q.s of E . (41) given by
kg(1,2,Z) = dt e 'oFg( —1, 2, Zt),

».L2&(( -x)y)j-a( —x) dX%=Go — 60&

»oL2&(re')3
=Go+Go e e" dry

Gs = Go+Goo ggaze "Ig(ar)dr = Gpe "'=Goe'p,

and the last term of Kq. (41) given by

Z—d V =F, e-e*I,L2+(x(y —I'))]el'
q BV

»o[2&(xy)3
=Fo e e'Io[2+(xy') j-dy'=Foe e*

Thus the solution" of Kq. (3'I) is G=Gi+Go or

BIoL2+(rgy) j
G(x,y) =Go+Gp e e"

hich is the steady-state solution (38).8 . Condition (b),
be in6nite, is not ai.e., the interaction time must b

st d' T see how long the interaction
reach the steady state, one must

strin ent con ition. o see
time is required to reac e s
per orm a nuf umerical integration for Gj.. lgure s

I I 1

IO-

e 'IoL2&(xy') jdy'. (45)

Similarly, for Z= F(x,y), we have

F(x,y) =Foe ~*Io[2+(xy)j
+Gp e-&"IoL2+(rgy) jdrg. (46)

0

It can be easily checked that Kqs. ,
satisfy Eq. y . n e. (3'I) In the following we discuss the various
llmltmg cases of Kq. (45).

the s ecial case (y=0) of theThis solution coincides rvith t e spec'
solution obtained by Kroll (Ref. 14).

t'
-p t-/

/
I s

0
0

l i I

5 IO I5
I 2

P.O I a5
5

'8 E. D. Rainville, peez un, Sp a Z+&~&zows (The Macmillan Co.,
Net York, I960), pp. 121, j.28.

of time in units of 1/F) and the squareFlo. 3. 6 as a function of j.me
root of timee for various values o e vrit
are for functions of t an t e ro
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case), then G~ takes the same exponential factor as Gp'.

G,=Gp/(4sar p)'ipe'" "'

If Gp)Fpg(cu, co„), then Gp is negligible for either
cQ v'p or GW Tp. In this case the Stokes power changes
smoothly with respect to a. However, G& can be a
dominant term when Fpg(a&, co„)&)Gp. From Eq. (48) we
see that G2 changes rapidly with changing a, when a
becomes larger than rp Th.us, if Fpg(co, pp„)))Gp and
rp&) 1, the Stokes power can increase abruptly with
respect to the incident laser power. For most of the
experimental situations Gp is much smaller than
Fpg(co, co„). To see this we shall give the following
estimation.

We note the comparison of Gp and Fpg(co, co„) is
equivalent to the comparison of S,p/&o and B„p/&pp (here
h, p~Gp'/8~ and h.p~co, 'Fp are the energy density of
the Stokes wave and the optical phonons), which, in

turn, is a comparison of the numbers of quanta per unit
volume, i.e., n, p and n, p. If there is no large amount of
input Stokes power, the main contribution to n, p comes
from the spontaneous Raman scattering. ' For an input
laser beam with intensity of the order 20 MW/cm'
(nz, =2.33)&10"photons/cm'), we have the number of
Stokes photons per unit volume due to spontaneous
Raman scattering:

n, p nr,oNL=4. 12&——&10' photons/cm',

/j
//

//

20

0
I.25
0.5

2.5 3.T5
I.O I.5

r, r, r

5 l 625
2 tr«25

where we have used L= 1 cm, o.=5.86&( 10 'P cm', and
Ã= 2.5X T02P cm ' for hydrogen gas at P= 70 atm and
T=300'K. At the same pressure and temperature we
have the density of the thermally excited optical
phonons

p= gg— v/ —5 87+ $0 cm

Fro. 4. (a) G1 as a function of u' (solid curve) and u (dashed
curve) for a typical transient case (rp ——1). (b) GI as a function
of t {solid curve) and t'" (dashed curve) for u= 1O and u= 15.Note
that log10G1 varies linearly with respect to t'" for transient case.

I (X) e /(2'. X)'~',

(2&vs&vs
Gp=FpI garp —7 02

& Cnrar p

(48)

If, in addition to arp&)1, we have a) rp (the transient

the numerical results for G~ as a function of time. We
see that for small a (a(3), the steady state is reached
when Ft is larger than 3. For large a, the steady state
can be reached only when Ft&a'. For Ft&a', G& is
transient, and the gain varies linearly with respect to a
and the square root of time. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) we
plot log&&& as a function of a and time, for a typical
transient case.

We note that for uv. p&) 1, we have, with

Thus Fpg(co, co„) is three orders of magnitude larger than
Gp. And, as with stimulated Brillouin scattering, "we
should have the transient Stokes gain starting from
thermal excitation of optical phonons. The gain in-
creases abruptly when the incident laser power is such
that a) rp, or, using (47) and (35), we have

Cer2~pt a~ -2

Gx'co Es 8g p

As an example, in Fig. 5, we compare the steady-state
and transient gain with the observed Stokes gain for
hydrogen gas at 10 atm, with r= 2 nsec, s/A = 1.1X 10 '
cm ', I'=9.4&&10', and P,p 10 r W/cm'. —For the
transient case, below threshold the Stokes power is
given by the spontaneous scattering. When the incident
laser intensity reaches the threshold value, the Stokes
power increases rapidly and reaches the saturation value
(Stokes power becomes the same order of magnitude as
the laser power). The best fit one can obtain with a
steady-state gain is also shown in the graph.
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E. Pressure and Temperature Effect on
Stimulated Raman Gain

The pressure affects the Stokes gain mainly through
the lifetime of the optical phonons, which in turn control
the threshold and the gain of the stimulated Raman
scattering. The threshold of the abrupt gain is given by
a' =Pt, where u' = (4r&o,E/ceoP&a„) (Bo/Bg) O'

I
El,

I
'. Since

the only pressure-dependent parameters are N and I',
the threshold intensity can be written

I EI.I.'——constXP/E.

If we use the lifetime of optical phonons calculated
by Hagenlocker et aL" (for hydrogen gas): P(10 atm)
=1.25)&10" sec ' I'(100 atm) =1.25)&10" sec ' then
we have IErI'(100 atm) =10IEr.

t P(10 atm). On the
other hand, if we use the half-width measured by
Lallemand et at ,

"we have .F(10atm) =9.43)(10'sec ',
F(100 atm) =3.77&& 10" then

I Er,
I

'(100 atm)
= 1 6

I
Ez, I,'(10 atm), while the observed value is

IEz, l
'(100 atm)=4IEr, I,'(10 atm)" Thus the agree-

ment of the predicted and the observed pressure effect
is not as conclusive as in the case of stimulated Brillouin
scattering. "However, the agreement is still within the
uncertainty of the optical-phonon lifetimes. '0

The lifetime of the optical phonons can also be
changed by changing temperature. " In addition to
this, the temperature can affect the initial conditions of
the stimulated scattering. In stimulated Brillouin scat-
tering the acoustic phonons have a very small energy

"P. I allemand, P. Simova, and G. Bret, Phys. Rev. Letters
1?, 1239 (1966).

"An accurate measurement of the optical-phonon lifetime at
various pressures and temperatures, by comparing the spontaneous
linewidth, the steady-state gain, and the steady-state linewidth,
is thus desirable.

:~: Spontaneous

~o ~~~i ——Scattering
/
, i, , „l

O. l I.O IO

LASER POWER (Mwj

I'IG. 5. Comparison of the steady-state gain 61 and the transient
gain G2 with the observed Stokes gain in H gas. The experimental
points are taken from the paper of Hagenlocker et al. |,'Ref. 11).
The scale on the Stokes power is approximately in units of watts.
The dashed curve shows the best fit that one can obtain for Stokes
power as an exponential function of laser power (Ref. 11).

(ka&„=8.6&(10 ' eU). The thermal excitation of acoustic
phonons is not changed singificantly with the changing
temperature, unless the temperature is very low
(T 1'K). However, in the stimulated Raman scat-
tering, the optical phonon has a larger energy (tgco„

=0.515 eU). Thus below 100'K (e ""~~r=10 "), one
has practically no thermal excitations. The Stokes gain
at low temperature can only start from the spontaneous
scattering or an input Stokes power. It should not
change abruptly. We also note that the Stokes power
due to spontaneous scattering is of the order 10 5

W/cm'. Therefore, it is possible to amplify a Stokes
signal from a few milliwatts to a few megawatts. The
stimulated Raman scattering is thus a better parametric
amplification system than the stimulated Brillouin
scattering. However, because of the short lifetime of the
phonons, both systems require laser power of order a
few megawatts, which can be obtained only in the pulse
for m.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have treated the stimulated Raman scattering as
a classical parametric coupling of the laser wave, the
Stokes wave, and the optical-phonon wave. We show

that the coupling is a weak coupling, so that the optical
phonon frequency is not signi6cantly modified by the
high-intensity laser field. Nevertheless, due to the
stimulation effect the scattered wave can grow ex-
ponentially. For the stimulation effect, since the driving
terms contain dynamical variables, the linewidth of the
scattered wave should be narrower than the spon-
taneous linewidth. A general solution of the coupled
wave equations which includes the transient and the
steady-state Stokes gain is obtained. It is shown that
for low incident laser power, the steady state can be
reached if the duration of the laser pulse is longer than
three times the lifetime of optical phonons. For higher
incident power one requires longer interaction time to
reach the steady state. In the transient cases, if the
stimulated scattering starts from the thermal excitation
of the optical phonons, then the Stokes gain can change
abruptly with respect to the incident laser power.

As with stimulated Brillouin scattering, pressure and
temperature can affect the threshold and the gain of
stimulated Raman scattering. For a temperature near
liquid-oxygen temperature, the thermal excitation of
the optical phonons is negligible, and hence the stimu-
lated scattering can only start from the incident Stokes
wave or from the- spontaneous scattering. A coherent
ampli6cation of a small signal Stokes wave using
gaseous media at low temperature should be possible.
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E „.t...{A3) becomesRATION OF qAPPEND» A: RE'M"""
L EQUATION

{ZE) =,(RZ).+-:(RZ)—
LIC DIFFERENTIA

P
The solution of a second-or er

(Mdy N—dh)

equation"

L(Z) = +u +bb CZ=0,
BhBy Bh By

an c, can be obtained by using thewith constant cq b) Rnd cq CRn c o R

adioint eqliatioil

M(E) = —u b-
onsi in which L(Z)=0 and Jf(E)=0;Consider R Icglon 5 ln w 1c

wc hRvc

BEM
Z —bE ch-

Bp

n of the Rdjoint equationc choose a solution o eIf w'cc no e
which satishes the oun

EI = I,
BR/Bh bE=—0 a ongion I'A,

(c) BR/By —uE= 0 a ong

then wc Rvch the solution of (A1) as

(AS)

pRL(Z) —ZN(R)7dhdy Zi ———,'(EZ)g 1-,'(EZ)ii— (3Edy Xd—h), (A6)

1c CRn Rn also be written

Zp ——-,'(EZ) g+-,' (RZ)s
B

(RD„Z ZD„R+R—ZE„)ds A7)

BZ BE)
uE +Z

Bh Bh)BSB$ BC' BS

BZ M
+b E +Z dhdy

B3 B3'—

M B BZ M"-Z '~+—R -Z
—. .. ..)2 BS Bp Bp Bp x

B
+ (uZR)+ (bEZ)—dhdy-

Bx B$

with
B B

D„=i~ co(sn, )h—+~i cos(e,y) —,
B$

E„=u cos(e,h)+b cos(e,y),

er
' '

ration along the curve AB and e is

chosen according o o onsto the a.va1 a e o
5AB of (Af). The function E whic sa is

BS B$

1 BZ M
M =—E — —Z +uEZ,

2 Bg Bp

AM' with PA j(h axis and I'8((yTake S to be an area, I'AB wi
axis (see Fig. 6); then

IX 8:GENERAL SOI,UTION OF
NTIAL EQUATIONS (35)COUPLED DIFFERENTIAL

of thex we ive the general solution of t cIn this Appendix we give e ~of t e
coupled differential equations
notations

=Ci x2/xi,'=x2s n=xi/x2Cs, y=f=Xit, p=I' xi, s =
then {3S)can be written

Edh = -', (ZE)~ —-', {ZE)p—

Mdy = ——,'(ZE)s+-,'(ZE)i +
(81)

sforIIlat1onUsing cth coordinate transf

FIG. 6. General form of tthe contoQr
of Riemann's integration.

or o DQfereetia/ EquuliorIsA. R. Forsyth, Theory o s er
' ' s"See, e.g, , or o s er

(DOVel PUMICatlOnS~ InC.
q eW

(82)
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E uation (81) becomesqu

BG By=8.itF/Bx= pF=G,

Thus, we have

(83) ~

ZZ'S jntegratlo ~rG ~ Co+to+r O~ Rj.en'

BZ BZ
+p —Z=O, wi

BSBy By
(84)

tIutson inu
'

terms of s andIn order to express the solu
we letas the equation for theThis equation is in e

bocase t a
he Riemann's unc ioomitted; therefore t e

same as Eq. (42), i.e.,

="* "»oL2v'((x —5)(y—~))]
itions are i erHowever, t e oh boundary condi

'

have ata t =0 Z=FO or Go,

BG BG
F

(88)$=r nt, —rt=f Yr. —

Then we have

5=—(t r)—n(—s P)—,

y —
rt = (&'—i') —V(t' —r) .

I=ds ~
dx= —0!ds

q
t'=0, we have y=Thus, along

(86) *-t=—.—("—t-),

y rt= s' f—+yr, —.and X= —ny,

and y= —pX."r

then from (85) weIf we let q==2v'[(x- &)(y- n) j,
have

—' RZZ($,q) =-', (Rz)g+-, RZ e

~1 BR BZ)
—Z R idy-

ay ay)

n +
Bt' Bs'

e dx=dt', dy= —ddt',
choose the

s'= 0, we have dx=
an a '—, = or Go. Thus, we may c

I3 such that along AQ, t'=

= ——(t' —r),

and along 8, s'= see
the solution of (84) as

Z BE

g 2 BX BX

=-'(Rz), ——,'(Rz)„+(Rz),
BE

Z —PR)dx+ R dy+ Z

BE BE

q BX
(8&)

2(y-n)BR BIo(y)—pR=e(* t)P ——e *—

BxBS

2(*—P)=e'* &&eI(q)-
By

conditions (86) andthe boundary con
n =Cr/Ce whenever it is aneglecting the factor ny=

BE
Z dy-

By

7-at

Ii(q)—R ~dx = (q+yg)Go e'*-t'e dx

Ii(2+([t' r+ni][—
l46 ' H[r+v(t —. --

0

,I L2V'(t(r-vt)) j,
&Lt(t -vt) 3

A BZ
R dy =Iio

By

'-r"». 2v'(t: + ("-l)jLl- '-—s' —yr]) }ds'f))PI

'*+"Io(2+([r n(s+yr) js) ds, —~-Pr+aP(z+8 )I
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8E
Z — -PR)dX=G

BX

~lo(o)e('-~»-

= [GB]Q" Go—P e" "'J.[2v'((~ —h)(y —~))7 d~

= [GoR]q"+GoP e ~+ ~(*+&'Ip(2+([o.—n(z+yo. )]z)) dz.

Combining the above results, we have the solution of (81) as

Ii[2v'(t0 —vt))] 0-'Y~

G(r,i) =Gp+Gpi e e' dt+(Fo+Gpnp) e e'+ &&'+&'Ip(2+([r a(z+—yo)]z))dz (B9.)
0 +[t(f—vt) 7 o

For the special case considered by Kroll, i.e., n,=o, we have

6[2v'(t(P —v~))] l —v~
G(o.g) =Gp+Gpl e ~' dt+Fpe 1~[2''(t(r-v. ))].

o v'[t(l v~)—] v'20 —Vr)
Using the identities"

( t ~ J + (t)oo"

kt 2xJ— n=o g f

and

(B10)

it can be easily shown that the steady-state limit (7 +~) is gi—ven by

»mG(~ f) =G, exp[(f/2p)(&(P +tv) —P)7,

and for P)~
Q 6 gkll —Q g


